Mr. Bruno Mihailescu has more than 20 years of experience in architecture and interior and exterior design, working with scientists specialized in Super Technology and state-of-the-art materials, he came after an American experience where in 2015 he created the most successful Eco Houses bringing these technologies worldwide.

**Ecolightcities** it is a company founded in USA, with the aim of developing homes for future, homes and communities that are energetically self-sustaining and not only. The Life Support Systems used are State of the Art Technologies.

Mankind is at a huge crossroads between the world of greed and the desire for liberation to a better, more quiet and healthier life.
Our company specializes in unique concepts of ECO HOMES ON ANOTHER LEVEL. Nowadays there are many construction companies that build green houses. What separates us from the rest is that we have a unique technology by assembling several systems together that make ECO LIVING HOUSES the extension of the human body. Care for details and Interior Design assured to clients make these homes a warm home for their occupants.

ECO LIVING HOUSES homes are based on the metal construction, it is known that metal is the most recyclable material in the world. Zinc metallic structure up to 80% zinc is extremely elastic and earthquake resistance up to 9 degrees on the Richter scale. Australia, New Zealand, Canada, USA, Germany, Sweden, Norway, super-evolved countries have been building houses on metallic systems for many years. This structure has been successfully tested in the USA Florida where the Hurricanes carry the wind power over 300 km/h.
Insulation and waterproofing are, to a great extent, observing the rules of the European community and bringing these homes to a thermal and noise level hard to accomplish. The structure is extremely resilient and elastic at any weather. The latest generation FRAMECAD F-300 I robot-and the most performing materials. ECO LIVING HOUSES, are equipped with the latest Krypton gas-generating thermal glass system to make these ultra-thermal windows. The quality of materials and finishing are superior. ECO LIVING HOUSES, designed to be the most comfortable homes, and the lack of bills and benefits of technology will make the family buying our homes feel like in a 5 star hotel all the time. ECO LIVING HOUSES are resistant to earthquake, fire resistant up to 3000 degrees, thermal AAA + class no bacteria and mold, there is no toxic air because we use nano-ceramic water paints and the air system is called ASPIRATION filtering the air from outside, with ionized and natural oil essences. All material being approved at the highest level of GREEN MATERIALS.
The life essential water is the purest. The Japanese Vortex filter system decomposes the water molecule and gives it 80 minerals. Water becomes the structurally molecular, essential to life. This living water is absorbed at the cellular level in DNA within 30 seconds in the body. At the kitchen there is water system with hydrogen molecules, another essential component tested by our scientists. (Video presentation)

OPTIONAL ECO LiVING HOUSES, it has: Ceragem hot stone heating system heated to 55 degrees. This system tensions the muscles of the spine bringing benefits and health to our body. With this innovation CERAGEM brings traditional Asian medicine and its benefits to Eco Living Houses. The Korean company being world leader for 20-years in this technology.

Tachyon Chips are chips that eliminate harmful vibrations from wi-fi and are placed on all electronic devices, telephones, lap tops, computers, TV, wireless.

DETOX SYSTEM. The most effective system of detoxification of organisms scientifically proven is the INFRARED SAUNA. This system comes from Finland, the world-renowned country in these technologies. PHOTONS AND XENON APPLIANCE. This device is relaxing and invigorating the skin, it is a mask with LEDs and colored lights that each light has a frequency that is beneficial to the skin cell.

INTELLIGENT SMART HOME SYSTEM.
Eco Living Houses come equipped with the most sophisticated intelligent systems to help occupants have an easier life.
ECO LIVING HOUSES, has as option the LIVING TOWERS which are the Aquaponik Towers systems where vegetables and fruits are grown on a polypropylene pharmaceutical column with live water pumps and hydrogenated from Vortex filters. Fruits and vegetables grow naturally in water, so 3 towers of these wonderful wonders serve 100% natural vegetables and fruits all year round to a family of 4 people.

HEAD SHOWER- VORTEX, the vortex shower is the most revolutionary shower system that makes the pressure water relieve the dead skin, as long as the living water is used this gold-plated shower head and Swarovski crystal nozzles make it align the chakras and energize the body. Feeling full of pleasure after a shower and relaxing on a Ceragem bed becomes a habit of being perfectly healthy.
ECO LIVING HOUSES - brings 6 of the most essential lifestyle support: Air, Water, Energy, Natural Food, Health and Education. We cannot evolve and exist if we miss even one of these systems. With them at our packet Houses become part of our lives creating a NEW LiFE STYLe.

ECO LIVING HOUSES can be purchased with any Crypto convertible currency in Blockchain.
Our company has created together with a group of companies with the most advanced technology ECO Houses. The experience of Super technology and state-of-the-art materials give our systems hard-to-reach benefits, we offer such homes that become for each family, their own 5-star hotel, SPA, Medical Center, Fortress and Relaxation. NEW WAY OF LIVING is the trend launched by our ECO LIGHT CITIES concepts.

www.ecolight.city